To Eternal Memory!

Grandfather and Grandmother Rotensztajn z”l

I commemorate in the Memorial Book of our destroyed Jewish community of Częstochowa

my dear grandfather and grandmother Rotensztajn z”l,
who had the fortune to come to a Jewish grave,
and I sanctify the memory of my beloved parents,

Reb Emanuel and Rajzla (née Niewiem) Rotensztajn hy”d,
and my sister Jadzia hy”d,

who were tortured by the Nazi murderers in the gruesome days of Hitler’s invasion.

I shall always carry your horrific deaths in my broken heart.

Jadzia hy”d

Your daughter and sister,
Andzia (née Rotensztajn) Kremski

In Memoriam!

Reb Szmul Lajb and Bajla Kremski hy”d

My beloved parents,

my father Reb Szmul Lajb Kremski hy”d,
and my mother Bajla (née also Kremski) hy”d,

were murdered by Hitler’s assassins in the horrific days of their rule in Poland,
together with their brothers and sisters of Jewish Częstochowa.

May their names and their bright countenances be immortalised
in the Memorial Book of the once fine Jewish Community
of Częstochowa, among the city’s martyrs.
May God avenge their blood!

New York

Your son,
Jakow-Jack Kremski